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EASY TO
MAKE, “SEW”
MUCH FUN!

learn   to   sew
"Sew"  much   to   do...stitch  your  art  out!!

SHARP POINTS—Functional 
sharp point on needle and pins. 

CHOKING HAZARD—Small Parts. 
Not for children under 3 yrs.



*materials are included to make these projects.    
 you will need your  own fabric for other projects.
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a note about sewing

ratings
Each project is rated so you’ll know how easy it will be to complete it. We 
recommend doing one or two projects in each level before moving up 
to the next level.
    : it is an easy project that is perfect for new sewers
    : you will learn a new skill
    : it is a harder project that may take some time to complete
    : the project will challenge you & uses a few skills from 
      ratings 1, 2, and 3

thread - the knot 
at the end keeps it 
from pulling out.

knot

point - sharp end of the needle 
that can go through fabric (and 

your skin. Be careful!)tail - the short 
end of thread

eye - the hole 
in the needle

This kit, like every craft kit we make, is special to us.  We’ve gone to great lengths to try and 
make it special for you, too, from quality materials to easy-to-follow instructions to cool 
finished products you create.  And our hope is that you'll have as much fun making it
as we did designing and developing it. (Fingers crossed!) 
Show us! We’d love to see how your project turned out, so please share your 
photos and comments with other crafting fans via social with #wherefunrules.
Happy Crafting!
-The Ann Williams Team

• Remember, it’s OK to make mistakes, that’s how you’ll learn to be  a sewing 
expert.  Any new skill takes practice to master, so don’t worry if your first projects 
don’t look exactly like ours do or like something you would buy at the store. The more 
you sew, the better your projects will look!
• Always take your time. Your project will turn out better if you’re not racing to finish it.
• Use your imagination and make it your own! Each project in this book should reflect 
your personality. Don’t be afraid to express yourself! 

2
1

4
3

HELLO!
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sewing definitions

all about fabricfrayed edges

felt

seam allowance

seam

right side

wrong side

canvas

Felt and canvas come in this kit, but there are many other kinds of fabric!
Canvas and other woven fabrics fray when you cut them. You can sew a whip stitch or 
blanket stitch around the edge to help control it, or you can sew the right sides together 
and then turn the item right side out, or you can pull more threads on purpose to make 
it look like fringe.
Some fabrics, like felt, won’t fray when you cut them. This means you don’t have to do 
anything special to the edge, it will always look nice. Other fabrics that won’t fray:
   • knits: stretchy fabric, like what your t-shirt is made from
   • fleece: soft, thicker, stretchy fabric, usually used to make blankets or hats
You can buy fabric from the store, or you can up-cycle stuff you already have, like t-shirts, 
pants, and sheets. You probably have old clothes that you don’t wear anymore. It’s a 
great way to reduce waste and make something amazing!
   • T-shirts are great for up-cycling because they are made of knit fabric and won’t fray 
when you cut them. They also have cool designs on them that you can re-use.
   • If a sweater is 100% wool, it can be felted so it won’t fray:  Machine wash it with hot 
water, then dry it on the hot cycle. If it hasn’t shrunk up, wash it and dry it again. 
   • Before you use up-cycled clothing, it might be easier to cut it apart at the seams so it 
lays flat like fabric you would buy at the store.
   • Scraps make great stuffing!
Make sure you get permission from an adult BEFORE you up-cycle old clothes!

appliqué:  A way to decorate your sewing with pieces of fabric cut in different shapes and 
patterns then sewn onto a larger piece to form a picture or pattern.
casing: A  tunnel through which elastic or a drawstring can be threaded.
embroidery: Decorative stitches made with thread or yarn.
fray: Woven fabrics unravel at the edges when you cut them, they start to look ragged or 
like fringe. 
hem:  The edge of a piece of fabric that has been folded under and sewn (like at the 
bottom of your shirt, pants, or sleeves).
right side: Some fabrics have a right side and wrong side, the printed (or nicer looking) 
side is the right side. The felt and canvas in this kit don’t have a right or wrong side, but if 
you decorate one side then it becomes the right side.
seam: The line where two pieces of fabric are sewn together.
seam allowance: When stitching two pieces of fabric together, you’re creating a seam.  The 
seam allowance is the distance between your seam stitches and the edge of the fabric. 
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Cut a length of thread no 
longer than your arm.

Place one end through the 
eye (the hole) in the needle.

Pull until there 
is an 8" tail.

When you are done sewing OR you 
have 10" of thread left, make a tiny 
stitch at the end of your stitches.

Pull until you make a loop, then 
pass the needle through the 
loop. Pull tight to make a knot. 

Repeat steps 1 & 2. Keep your 
stitch on top of the stitch you made 
in step 1, then trim the ends.

thread your needle: 

about 26"

8" tail

sewing 101 Here are some basic instructions to get you started. To learn specific 
stitches, turn to page 27.

knot your thread (overhand knot): 

finish sewing: 

start sewing: See pages 27-34 for stitch instructions.

Make a loop with the 
thread near the long 
end (not the tail).

Place the end of 
the thread through 
the loop.

Pull to make a 
single knot.

Repeat steps 1-3 to make a 
double knot. The knots should 
be on top of each other.

1  2  3  

1  2  3  

1  2  3  4  

loop
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Fold the felt in half and carefully 
snip to create the buttonhole.
NOTE: felt stretches, make sure 
you don’t cut the buttonhole 
too big!

Use the needle book 
to store your needles 
when you’re not 
sewing with them. 

Trace and cut the needlebook 
pattern from tan felt.

Mark the button and button-
hole placement on the felt 
with a pen or marker.

Sew a ¾” button onto the 
needlebook at the mark.

• tan felt
• one ¾" button
• 1 color of embroidery thread 

• pins
• needle
• scissors

idea

• pattern
• marker or pen

You’ll need to know how to use patterns (pg 26) and how to attach a button (pg 32).

needlebook
1

what you’ll need:

You can decorate your needlebook with appliqué (pg 31) or embroidery (pg 34). Make 
sure you always keep track of your pins & needles, you don’t want to poke yourself!

3/4"

1  2  

4  5  

3  

store your 
needles inside!

buttonhole
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• pattern
• marker or pen
• measuring tape

Sew a running stitch down the center 
of a light pink heart, then pull it down 
the thread until it is just above the dark 
pink heart.

Continue to sew the hearts, 
alternating colors, until 
you’ve used all 7.

Thread your needle with the 
second color of thread. 

Sew running stitches to fill in the gaps 
made with the first line of running 
stitches. This is called a double running 
stitch. It looks like a backstitch, but has 2 
colors.

Continue until all the hearts 
are sewn, then tie overhand 
knots at each end to keep 
everything in place.

Hang it as a garland.

Cut 3 large hearts from 
light pink felt. Cut 4 large 
hearts from dark pink felt.

Thread your 
needle with 3 ft 
of thread. 

Sew a running stitch up the center of one dark pink 
heart, then pull it down your thread until there is a 
13” tail. Make sure you space your stitches evenly.

You’ll need to know how to use patterns (pg 26) and the running stitch (pg 27).

string of hearts
1

• dark pink felt
• light pink felt
• 3 ft of 2 different colors of thread 

what you’ll need:
• pins
• needle
• scissors

3 ft

3 ft

13"

13"

knot

1  2  3  

4 5  6  

7 8  9  
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Use non-washable markers to 
copy your design onto the 
canvas. Stay ¼"  away from the 
edge. 
Draw on one side only, you 
can decorate the back after it’s 
cut out. 
It’s OK if it doesn’t look exactly 
like your drawing! 

Pin the 2 pieces of fabric 
together. Keep the pins 
inside your drawing so you 
won’t have to move them 
to cut out your stuffie.

CAREFULLY cut around your stuffy. 
Leave a ¼" white border around your 
drawing when you cut through both 
layers of canvas. 
If your stuffy has long skinny parts like 
legs or ears, leave fabric between 
them so it will be sturdier.
OPTIONAL: Decorate the back of 
your stuffie after you cut it out or see 
other suggestions on the next page.

On scrap paper the same size as the 
folded canvas, draw something 
you’d like to make into a stuffie. It can 
be an animal, a monster, a flower, or 
anything else you can imagine!

Cut a 3" strip off one side of 
the 15" canvas fabric square 
and set it aside for the bunny 
pouch (pg 13).

Fold the 15" x 12" piece 
in half. You can fold it so it 
is short and wide or tall 
and skinny.

• canvas fabric
• non-washable markers
• embroidery thread

• stuffing
• pins
• needle

• scissors
• measuring tape

NO- too complex YES

15"

3"

You’ll need to know how to sew a whip stitch (pg 28).

stuffie
2

what you’ll need:

pins inside 
drawing

1  2  3  

4  5  6  
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Finish whip stitching 
around the stuffie, knot 
your thread, and trim the 
ends.

Make it really special: Complete steps 1-6. 
After you cut out the stuffie, remove the pins 
and separate the two pieces. Then:
    • Sew on buttons for eyes, a nose, clothes, etc.
    • Embroider more details on top of your 
drawing.
    • Appliqué felt onto your stuffie for a mouth, 
clothes, etc.
Next, pin your stuffie back together and follow 
steps 7-10 to finish it!

Make your own stuffing!  You can use scraps of fabric from your projects as 
stuffing. Just make sure the scraps are small enough to stuff into your project.

Whip stitch around the outside 
of your stuffie. Stop when you 
have 2-3" left to stitch and 
remove the pins.

Fluff the stuffing by pulling 
it apart a few times.

Place small pieces of stuffing into 
the stuffie through the opening. 
You may need to use a pencil to 
place it in ears or other skinny 
spots. Be careful not to over-stuff

tip

fluff

  2-3" 
gap

7  

10  

8  9  
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• scissors
• pencil or pen

Draw a second rectangle  
that is the same width, but 
only as high as your stuffie’s 
eyes (our rectangle is 6" x 
6.5").

Trace and cut the rectangles out 
from fabric. We suggest using felt 
or a knit so the edges won’t fray 
and you won’t have to finish them. 
Stack the small rectangle on top of 
the larger rectangle. Line up the 
bottom and pin it together.

Sew around the sides and 
bottom with a whip stitch to 
finish your sleeping bag. Tuck 
your stuffie inside and get 
ready for a slumber party!

Measure the height and 
circumference of your stuffie 
(our stuffie is 8"x9").

To find the width of your 
sleeping bag, add 3" to the  
circumference, then divide it 
in half (our circumference is 9" 
+ 3"=12", 12" / 2=6").

Draw a rectangle using the width 
you found in step 2, add 1½" to 
the height of your stuffie for the 
height of the rectangle (our 
rectangle is 6" by 9½").

• your own fabric
• embroidery thread
• measuring tape

• paper
• pins
• needle

idea
Make a pillow to match by cutting out 2 small rectangles. Stitch 
most of the way around the edge, stuff it, then finish sewing it 
closed and tie a knot.

You’ll need to know how to sew a whip stitch (pg 28).

 sleeping bag
2

what you’ll need:

pillow

height
9½"

width 6"

1½"

height
6.5"

width 6"

height 8"

circumference 9"

1  2  3  

4  5  6  

circumference

divide in half

3"

9"

+

3" = 12"

= 6" bag width12" / 2

+
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Sew around the edge of the 
wallet with a backstitch. You can 
sew around the purple piece 
only, or you can sew around the 
entire wallet. Just make sure 
you sew the two pieces togeth-
er around the sides and 
bottom!

Optional: fold the wallet in half 
to find the center. Sew a 
running stitch or backstitch up 
the center of the wallet.

Fold the wallet in half and close 
it with the button. 

Personalized wallets make great gifts! Before sewing it 
together, embroider the larger piece with someone’s 
initials, a pattern, or whatever you like!

Trace and cut the large wallet 
pattern from light pink felt. 
Make sure you mark button 
and buttonhole placement. 
Cut the small wallet pattern 
from light purple felt.

Sew a ¾” button onto the light 
pink wallet piece, at the mark. 
Fold the felt in half and carefully 
snip to create the button hole 
on the tab (see needlebook 
project pg 5).

Stack the light purple wallet 
piece on top of the light pink 
piece. Make sure the button is 
facing down. Pin the pieces 
together so they won’t move 
while you’re sewing.

• light pink felt
• light purple felt
• one ¾" button

• embroidery thread
• scissors
• needle

• pins
• pattern

idea

You’ll need to know how to use patterns (pg 26),  how to sew a backstitch (pg 29), and how 
to attach a button (pg 32).

 wallet
2

what you’ll need:

3/4"

backstitch
around edge

cut the 
buttonhole

1  2  3  

4  5  6  
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10" 10" backstitch

fold here

backstitch
or 

running stitch

24" 12"

¾"

½"

Fold the top 1" of the purse opening down 
and pin it, then sew a backstitch or running 
stitch near the edge. Use a ¾" seam 
allowance. Turn the purse right side out.

Make a strap: cut a 50" 
by 4" rectangle (for a 
cross body purse) or a 
shorter rectangle (for a 
shoulder purse). Lay the 
strip right side down on 
the table (a).

Fold 1" from each side to the 
center (b) then fold the entire 
strip in half and pin it (c). Your 
strip should be 1" wide.

Cut a 10" by 24" rectangle 
out of fabric.

Fold the fabric in half, right 
sides together, to make a 10" 
by 12" rectangle, and pin the 
sides.

Sew down each side of the 
purse with a backstitch. Use a 
½" seam allowance.

• your own fabric
• embroidery thread
• measuring tape

• scissors
• needle

You’ll need to know how to sew a backstitch (pg 29) and how to sew a running stitch (pg 27).

 purse
3

what you’ll need:

½"

ce
nt

er

fo
ld

ed
 ed

ge

1"4" 1" 1"

1  2  

4  5  

3  

a b c
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idea

If you want your purse to have a 
different front and back, cut 2 
rectangles 10" wide by 12.5" long. 
Place them right sides together and 
pin the bottom edge. Sew a  back-
stitch with a ½" seam allowance. 
Continue with steps 3-9 to 
complete your purse.

What else can you make?
• Make a larger tote bag to carry 
your books, clothes, groceries, etc. 
• Make a lunch bag.
• Make a matching purse for your 
doll or stuffed animal.
• Make a pillow case: just leave off 
the strap and closure!
• Make a custom pouch for your 
tablet or laptop. 

Sew a backstitch or running 
stitch down the open edge. 
Use a ¼" seam allowance.

Sew each end of the strap to the 
sides of the purse with a 
backstitch or running stitch. We 
suggest you sew a square and 
then sew an “X” through the 
center to make it extra sturdy!

If you want to be able to close your 
purse, add a button to the front and 
a loop of elastic to the back (you 
can also use a loop of yarn or 
fabric). Then, just hook the loop 
over the button to close your purse.

backstitch

¼"

½"

Decorate your purse before you sew it! Embroider or appliqué a design, but 
make sure you keep it at least 1" away from the edge and 3" away from the top so 
it won’t interfere with your seam allowances.

12.5"

10"

backstitch
or 

running stitch

folded edge

side seam

front back

6  7  8  
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1½"

Pin the ears onto one 
side of the pouch.

Cut a ¼" x 1½" notch out of 
each corner of the rectangle.

Trace and cut two ears 
and one 8"x 3" rectangle 
from the canvas.

Sew a decorative running 
stitch around the edge of 
each ear.

Fold each end over ¾" and pin 
it to make a casing. The edge 
will match up with the notches. 

• 3" strip of canvas
• embroidery thread
• marker

• embroidery thread
• scissors
• needle

• safety pin or plastic needle
• pattern 

You’ll need to know how to use patterns (pg 26), how to sew a running stitch (pg 27) and 
how to sew a backstitch (pg 29).

bunny pouch
4

what you’ll need:

¾"

8"

3"

¼"

Sew a running stitch (or backstitch) 
across each fold, as shown. Use a ½" 
seam allowance. The ears should be 
sewn to the pouch.

Sew a running stitch (or 
backstitch) on each side. 
Use a ¼" seam allowance.

Fold the pouch in half, right 
sides together, and pin it.

Carefully flip the pouch right side out. 
Draw a face on front of the pouch.

½" ½"

sew
fold

sew

1  2  3  

4  5  6 

7  8  9 
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knot

15"

If desired, add a second 
drawstring in the opposite 
direction. It makes it easier to 
close the pouch: just pull on 
both strings at once. The 
pouch will stay closed.

What other animals can you make? Shorter, 
pointed ears could make a cat or a dog. Rounded 
ears could make a bear or a mouse.

What else could you do with this 
pouch? 
• Make a larger one (without ears) 
to store toys,  games or anything 
with small pieces.
• Make a re-usable gift bag, 
perfect for odd-shaped presents!
• Sew a tiny pouch and make a 
necklace that can hold your lip 
gloss or other tiny treasures.

Cut a 15" piece of embroidery 
thread or ribbon for the 
drawstring. Tie it onto a safety 
pin OR thread it onto a plastic 
needle.

Use the safety pin or needle 
to push the drawstring 
through the casing in the 
front and the back.

Knot the ends of the thread 
or ribbon. Pull on the 
drawstring to close up the 
pouch.

idea Use up-cycled materials (see pg 3) or buy patterned fabric to 
make extra special pouches.

my
 stuff

10  

13 

11  12 
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Sew around the edge of the 
phone case with a whip stitch. 
You can sew around the pocket 
pieces only, or you can sew 
around the entire phone case. 
Just make sure you sew the 
pieces together around the 
sides and bottom!

Place your phone (or music 
player) in the big pocket, and 
place your headphones in the 
smaller pocket. This would make 
a great personalized gift!

Trace and cut the phone 
case pieces from felt, 
following the pattern 
layouts on page 26.

Embroider a design on the phone case pieces. The 
pieces will overlap, so you won’t see much of the 
middle piece (see step 3).
(We did a running stitch on the pink piece and 
triangles on the dark purple piece. We left the light 
purple piece blank.)

Stack the embroidered 
pieces with either pocket 
on top, then pin the 
pieces together so they 
won’t move while you’re 
sewing. Be careful not to 
poke yourself!

• light pink felt
• light purple felt
• dark pink felt

• embroidery thread
• scissors
• needle

• pattern

pink or 
purple 
on top

You’ll need to know how to use patterns (pg 26), how to embroider (pg 34), and how to sew 
a whip stitch (pg 28).

phone case
3

what you’ll need:

You can backstitch your name or initials on the case. It might help to write it in 
pencil or marker first.tip

whip stitch
around edge

1  2  

3  4  5  
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Find the center of the bracelet and 
pin the large heart in place. Stitch 
around the heart with the appliqué 
stitch (pg 31).

Pin the smaller hearts in place 
and stitch around them with 
the appliqué stitch.

Use the running stitch to add 
decorative lines. If desired, sew 
your own beads or a French knot 
onto the center of the hearts.

Cut a 1 ¼" by 8" piece of dark 
purple felt. Trace and cut smaller 
shapes from the other colors of 
felt, following the pattern layouts 
on page 26.

Sew a ½” button onto the 
bracelet. The center 
should be about ½" from 
the edge.

Measure your wrist. Add ¾" to 
the measurement and mark a 
buttonhole on the felt. Fold the 
felt in half and carefully snip to 
create the buttonhole (see pg 5).

• light pink felt
• light purple felt
• dark purple felt

• one ½" button
• embroidery thread
• scissors

• needle
• pattern

You’ll need to know how to use patterns (pg 26),  how to embroider (pg 34), how to sew an 
appliqué stitch (pg 31), and how to attach a button (pg 32).

bracelet cuff
3

what you’ll need:

½"

1¼"

¾"8" wrist measurement

buttonhole

idea
SUPER HERO CUFFS: Cut the bracelet pattern and other shapes from felt. Follow 
steps 2 & 3 above, then pin the pieces in place and use the appliqué stitch to 
attach them. Embroider the cuff to complete it.

applique 
stitch

around 
edge

applique
stitch

around 
edge

1  2  3  

4  5  6  
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Stack the donut pieces, 
wrong sides together, with 
the icing piece on top and 
pin them together.

Whip stitch around the 
center of the donut with tan 
thread. Keep your stitches 
small and close together.

Use tan thread to whip stitch 
around the outside of the 
donut. Stop about 1 ½" from 
your starting point so you can 
stuff the pin cushion. Keep 
your stitches tight and close 
together.

Trace and cut the pin cushion 
pieces from felt, following the 
pattern layouts on page 26.

Pin the “icing” on top of one of 
the donut pieces. Use pink 
thread to sew around the outer 
edge with a running stitch.

Use purple thread (or other 
colors) to create “sprinkles” 
on the donut.

• tan felt
• dark pink felt
• embroidery thread

• stuffing
• scissors
• needle

• pins
• patterns

idea
This doesn’t have to be a pin cushion!  You can use these techniques to make 
fake food for your dolls or stuffed animals. You can also make stuffies out of felt. 
Get inspired with our creations on page 18, then make your own!

You’ll need to know how to use patterns (pg 26), how to sew a whip stitch (pg 28) and a 
running stitch (pg 27).

pin cushion
4

what you’ll need:

whip stitch whip stitch

1 ½" gap

1  2  3  

4  5 6

17



iced
 co

okie

Remove the pins and stuff the 
donut. You may need to use a 
pencil to push the stuffing to the 
far side. Make sure it is stuffed very 
full; it should not be very squishy 
when you’re done.

Finish whip stitching around 
the outside of the donut, 
then knot your thread and 
trim the ends.

Use your pincushion to 
hold your pins when 
you’re not using them.

not enough 
stuffing

(too squishy)

owl

just enough 
stuffing
(firm)

7  8 9
square with a drawing

18



Turn your bag right side out 
and use it for groceries, 
books, or anything else you 
have to carry!

OPTIONAL: make a tassel out of 
the sleeves. Lay the sleeves flat 
and cut them as shown. Discard 
the shaded areas.

Fold the tassel in half and double 
knot the longer piece around the 
tassel (b). Trim the ends and tie 
the tassel onto your bag.

Stack all but 2 pieces in a pile. 
Double knot a shorter piece around 
the middle (a). It  will be used to tie 
the tassel onto your bag. 

Pull on the pieces to stretch them 
and make them curl.

Lay your t-shirt on a flat 
surface and smooth it out so 
there are no wrinkles, then 
cut the t-shirt as shown.

Turn the t-shirt inside out so the 
right sides are together and lay it 
flat. Pin along the bottom.

Backstitch along the hem, use a ½" 
seam allowance.

• old t-shirt or sweatshirt
• embroidery thread
• scissors

• needle
• ruler

You’ll need to know how to sew a backstitch (pg 29).

 t-shirt bag
2

what you’ll need:

right sides 
together backstitch

before

after

½"

1  2  3  

4  5  6  

7  
a b
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idea

Flip the stack over and sew a 
safety pin or pin back onto it. 

Draw 3 shapes on paper. They 
should be 3 different sizes, the 
largest should be around 3". 
Try making a flower, a heart, 
squares, a butterfly, etc.

Use the patterns you made to 
cut shapes from 3 different 
types of fabric. Use up-cycled 
fabric like jeans, sweaters, etc. 

Stack the pieces with the 
smallest piece on top and pin 
them together.

Sew a button through the 
center of the stack. Don’t cut 
the thread when you’re done.

OPTIONAL: Sew a ribbon on 
the back to make an award.

• your own felt
• up-cycled fabric
• embroidery thread

• scissors
• needle
• safety pin or pin back

• a button
• ruler
• paper

You’ll need to know how to sew on a button (pg 32).

stacked pin
1

what you’ll need:

Layer shapes made out of felt or other materials and sew them together. 
Sew a pin back or safety pin on the back, or you can sew the patch right 
onto a bag, jacket, or purse!

3" 

1  2  3  

4  5  6  
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Sew a backstitch around the pillow, 
use a ½" seam allowance. Stop 
when you have about 3" left to sew.

Turn the pillow 
right sides out 
and stuff it.

Sew the opening closed with a whip stitch. 
Use a similar color of thread so it won’t be 
noticeable.

Lay your t-shirt on a flat surface and smooth 
it out so there are no wrinkles. Pin it together 
as shown, then use a ruler and a pen or 
pencil to draw a rectangle or square on the 
front of the shirt. Don’t draw on the seams!

Cut along the line you drew. 
Cut through the front AND 
the back of the shirt. Make 
sure you don’t cut your pins!

Unpin the rectangles 
and place them right 
sides together. Re-pin 
the rectangles.

• old t-shirt or sweatshirt
• embroidery thread
• scissors

• needle
• stuffing
• ruler

You’ll need to know how to sew a backstitch (pg 29).

 t-shirt pillow
1

what you’ll need:

avoid the 
seams!

right sides 
together

stuff the
pillow

3"

wrong sides 
together

idea
Sew the pillow together with a blanket stitch or 
whip stitch. Use a bright color of thread! Your pillow 
doesn’t have to be square, make it any shape!

whip stitch

whip stitch

1  2  3  

4  5  6  
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idea Cut eye holes to make a super hero mask! 
Make a fun mask by adding ears, a beak, etc.

Pin the ends of the elastic to 
the sides of the mask. Make 
sure it overlaps by ½".

Use a backstitch to sew the 
elastic to the mask. Sew 2 lines 
on each side to keep it in place.

OPTIONAL: decorate the second 
mask pattern with embroidery, felt 
appliqués, etc. See above and 
below for ideas!

Pin the second mask 
piece on top.

Sew around the mask with a 
running stitch, whip stitch, or 
blanket stitch to finish it.

On paper, draw a pattern about 
6" wide and 3" high. Make a 
little bump in the middle for 
your nose.

Use your pattern to cut 2 
pieces of fleece or felt.

Measure around your head. Subtract 
the width of your pattern and cut a 
piece of elastic that long. (If your head is 
22", subtract 6" and cut a piece of elastic 16" 
long.)

• soft felt, fleece, or knit fabric
• 1" wide elastic
• needle

• embroidery thread
• scissors
• measuring tape

You’ll need to know how to use patterns (pg 26), how to sew a backstitch (pg 29), and how 
to sew a running stitch (pg 27).

 sleep mask
2

what you’ll need:

head measurement

½" ½" 

6" 
3" 

6" 

1  2  3  

4  5  

7  8  

6  

2 lines of
backstitch
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OPTIONAL: If you have a plain 
100% cotton t-shirt and you want 
to decorate it, place the fabric on 
a protected work surface in a 
room with good ventilation (or 
outside) and remove the pins. 
Scribble on the shirt with the 
Sharpies. You do not have to 
cover the entire rectangle.

ADULTS ONLY: Slowly 
pour small amounts of 
rubbing alcohol onto the 
colored areas. The colors will 
spread and seep through to 
the fabric underneath to 
make a tie-dye effect. Let the 
fabric dry completely!! 

If you do not need to decorate your 
shirt, or while waiting for the fabric to 
dry, cut the second t-shirt into six 1" 
by 80" strips. 

You can cut it in a spiral as shown 
above to make a continuous strip, or 
follow steps 7-10.

You could also use ribbon, cord, or 
another material for the braided 
straps.

Lay one t-shirt on a flat 
surface and smooth it out so 
there are no wrinkles. Pin it 
together as shown.  

• two t-shirts
• embroidery thread
• pins

• scissors
• needle
• ruler

• Sharpie markers
• rubbing alcohol
• something to protect your 
work surface (a plastic bag)You’ll need to know how to sew a backstitch (pg 29).

sport pack
4

what you’ll need: optional:

Use a ruler and a pen or 
pencil to draw a rectangle on 
the front of the shirt. Don’t 
draw on the seams!

avoid the 
seams!

Cut along the line you drew. Cut 
through the front AND the back of 
the shirt. Make sure you don’t cut 
your pins!

1  

4  5  6

2  3  
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Cut off the bottom 
hem and cut under 
the armpits.

Lay the second t-shirt on a flat surface 
and smooth it out so there are no 
wrinkles, then fold it in half as shown.
The fold should be slightly off center.

Once your fabric is dry, cut 
a ½" by 2" notch from 2 
corners of both pieces.

Fold each notched end 
over 1" and pin it to make 
a casing. The edge will 
match up with the notches. 

Sew a backstitch across 
each fold, as shown. Use a 
¾" seam allowance. 

Open up the shirt so you can see 
the uncut part. Lay it out flat. Cut 
as shown to make 1 continuous 
strip of fabric. ONLY cut through 
the top layer!

Stretch the strip to 
make it curl and to 
lengthen it (see step 6 
on pg 19), then cut it 
into six 80" pieces.

Knot 3 pieces together at 
one end and braid them. 
Knot the ends when your 
braid is 60" long. Repeat 
with the other 3 pieces.

fold

80"

notch 2
corners

2"
½"

60"

don’t cut 
through this 

end!

fold over 1"

¾" seam 
allowance

backstitch

7  8  Cut the shirt at 1" intervals as 
shown. You will not cut 
through one end of the shirt.9  

10  11  12  

13  14  15  

2"
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Make it again: 
    • Try sewing a sport pack from a sweatshirt. 
    • Instead of coloring it with sharpies, use the picture on the 
       shirt as the decoration.
    • Decorate the front panel with embroidery, felt patches, or a 
       drawing before sewing it together.
    • Make a sport pack for each of your teammates! 

Stack the pieces right sides 
together and pin around 3 
sides. Backstitch around the 
3 sides with a ½" seam 
allowance. Leave a 1" gap 
at each corner.

Turn the bag right side 
out. Use a safety pin to 
thread one 60" braid 
through the casing as 
shown (see step 10-11 
on pg 14).

Tuck the ends of the 
braid through the gap 
you left in the side and 
pin them.

Thread the other braid through 
the casing and tuck the ends 
into the opposite gap. Pin them.

CAREFULLY turn the bag 
inside out. Sew the gaps 
you left in step 14 closed, 
making sure you sew 
through the braids.

Pull on opposite ends 
of the braids to close 
your new sport pack.

½" seam 
allowance

tuck ends 
into gap

1" gap

1" gapbackstitch

sew the 
gaps 

closed

16  17  18  

19 20 21  
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Carefully cut around 
the pattern piece or on 
the lines you drew. 

Carefully cut out the 
patterns.

Lay the paper pattern on your 
fabric. Follow our layouts below to 
make sure you have enough felt.

Pin the pattern to the fabric 
OR trace around the pattern 
with a pen, pencil, or marker.

Mark button and buttonhole place-
ment (and any other markings) then 
remove the pins.

Store the patterns in an 
envelope so you won’t lose 
them! You can re-use them.

pin OR trace

mark the 
buttonhole

felt layouts

mark the 
button

patterns Each pattern piece tells you what it is for, how many to cut out, and which 
color felt to use.

patterns

1 2 3

4 5 6
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side view

Before you sew, thread your 
needle and knot one end of 
the thread. Push the needle up 
through the back of the fabric.

Pull until the knot touches 
the back of the fabric. Hold 
your needle near the eye to 
keep the needle from 
coming unthreaded.

Insert the needle through 
the front of the fabric.

Pull until the stitch is flat.
NOTE: Don’t pull too tight, 
your fabric should not bunch.

Each stitch should be about the 
same length. Stitches shouldn’t
be too far apart; practice to 
make your stitches smaller.

running stitch

knots

Push the needle up through the 
back of the fabric again, then 
down through the front. Keep 
sewing, this is a running stitch!

Once you get the hang of sewing the running stitch, 
you can use the needle to make a few stitches at once. 
This can help keep your stitches the same length.

When you’re done sewing, tie a knot 
(see “finish sewing” on pg 4).

Don’t sew with the tail of the thread. 
When you have 10" of thread left, tie 
a knot and start again with a new 
piece (see “If you run out of thread” 
on pg 33).

top view

front

front

front

hold your needle here

running stitch Use this stitch to sew 2 pieces of fabric together or to embroider a 
dashed line. You can sew straight lines or curves.

back

1 2 3

4 5 6

7 8
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Pull until the stitch is flat.
NOTE:  Don’t pull too 
tight, your fabric should 
not bunch.

Before you sew, thread your 
needle and knot one end of the 
thread. Push the needle up 
through the back of the fabric, 
close  to the edge (about ¼" away).

Pull until the knot touches 
the back of the fabric. Hold 
your needle near the eye to 
keep the needle from 
coming unthreaded.

Bring your needle around 
the fabric and push it up 
through the back again, 
close to the edge.

Bring your needle 
around the fabric and 
push it up through the 
back again. Keep sewing, 
this is a whip stitch!

Only bring your needle up 
from the back. 

Try to keep your stitches as 
even as possible!

Don’t sew with the tail of the 
thread. When you have 10" of 
thread left, tie a knot and start 
again with a new piece (see “If 
you run out of thread” on pg 33).

When you’re done 
sewing, tie a knot (see 
“finish sewing” on pg 4).

¼"

front

whip stitch

hold your 
needle here

¼"

whip stitch Use this stitch to sew 2 pieces of fabric together close to the edge, to 
decorate an edge, to keep fabric from fraying, to close up an opening, or to 
appliqué one piece of fabric onto another.

back

1 2 3

4 5

6

7
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backstitch

top view

side view

The backstitch starts like the running 
stitch: push the needle through the 
back of the fabric and pull until the 
knot touches. Sew your first running 
stitch backwards (a).

Then push the needle up through 
the back of the fabric a short 
distance from the last stitch (b).

Insert the needle through 
the front of the fabric where 
your first stitch ended. Pull 
until the stitch is flat.

Push the needle up through 
the fabric a short distance 
from the last stitch.

Insert the needle back through 
the front of the fabric where the 
previous stitch ended. Pull until 
the stitch is flat.

Bring your needle around the 
fabric and push it up through 
the back again. Keep sewing, 
this is a backstitch!

a b

backstitch Like the running stitch, use this stitch to sew 2 pieces of fabric together or 
to embroider a solid line. This stitch is sturdier than the running stitch.

Each stitch should be about the 
same length. Practice to make 

your stitches even.

1 2

3 4 5
Don’t sew with the tail of the 
thread. When you have 10" of 
thread left, tie a knot and start 
again with a new piece (see “If 
you run out of thread” on pg 33).

When you’re done 
sewing, tie a knot (see 
“finish sewing” on pg 4).

6

7
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blanket stitch
You will need a length of thread  five 
times longer than the area you are 
going to stitch. Try to keep your 

stitches as even as possible, each stitch 
should be about the same length. 

Insert your needle again, 
¼" from the edge and ¼" 
from the last stitch. Don’t 
forget, your needle will go 
in FRONT of the thread!

Push the needle up through 
the back of the fabric, close  
to the edge (about ¼" away). 
Pull until the knot touches the 
back of the fabric.

Insert your needle as shown, 
¼" from the edge and ¼" from 
the last stitch. Your needle will 
go in FRONT of the thread.

Pull until the stitch is flat.
NOTE:  Leave the first 
stitch a little loose.

Repeat this stitch until you are back 
to where you started. Don’t sew with 
the tail of the thread. When you 
have 10" of thread left, tie a knot and 
start again with a new piece (see “If 
you run out of thread” on pg 33).

Insert your needle through 
the first stitch as shown, then 
knot it on the back to 
complete the blanket stitch 
(see “finish sewing” on pg 4).

needle in 
FRONT of 

thread

needle in 
FRONT of 

thread

leave this 
stitch loose

¼"

blanket stitch Like the whip stitch, use this stitch to sew 2 pieces of fabric together 
close to the edge, to decorate an edge, to keep fabric from fraying, or 
to appliqué one piece of fabric onto another.

1 2 3

4 5 6

front back
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applique stitch

The appliqué stitch starts like the running stitch: push the needle 
through the back of both pieces of fabric, and pull until the knot 
touches. Your needle can be anywhere from 2 mm to ¼" from the 
edge of the appliqué piece.

Insert the needle into the front of the 
fabric, through the bottom layer of 
fabric only. You should be directly 
above your first stitch.

Pull until the stitch is flat, 
then come up through 
both layers from the back.

Each stitch should be about the 
same length. Stitches shouldn’t

be too far apart; practice to make 
your stitches smaller.

Insert the needle through 
the back layer of fabric only. 
You should be directly 
above your stitch.

Keep going until you have sewn 
around the entire edge of the piece, 
then tie a knot on the back (see 
“finish sewing” on page 4).

2 mm to 
¼"

stitch as close to the 
edge as you can

appliqué stitch Use this stitch to appliqué one piece of fabric onto another.

front back

1 2

3 4 5
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button

Sew down 
through a different 
hole in the button.

Come up 
through a 
3rd hole (a).

Go down through the 4th 
hole (b). You will make an 
X with your thread. 

Felt stretches, so make your 
buttonhole a little bit smaller 

than the button.

If your button only has 2 
holes, just sew through 
those holes a few times.

Sew through each hole 
at least twice to make 
sure your button will 
not fall off!

Push the needle up through 
the back of the fabric where 
you want the button to be.

Pull until the knot touches the back 
of the fabric. Hold your needle near 
the eye to keep the needle from 
coming unthreaded.

Push the needle through one 
hole in the button, then slide 
the button until it is touching 
your fabric.

5/8"3/4"

front front

hold your 
needle here

back

2-hole  button

buttons Buttons can be fasteners for clothes or accessories, or they can be used for decorative 
purposes such as eyes or a nose on a stuffie.

1 2 3

4

7

5 6
a b
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When you have less than 10" of 
thread left, tie a knot (see “finish 
sewing” on pg 4).

Thread your needle with a 
new length of thread and 
knot the end.

Start sewing where you left off.

Cut the thread. You might have to undo a few 
stitches, then tie a knot (see 
“finish sewing” on pg 4).

Start sewing again with a 
new length of thread.

Un-thread the needle. Carefully pull the wrong stitches 
out.

Re-thread your needle and start 
sewing again.

if you run out of thread: 

if your thread tangles: 

if you stitch in the wrong spot:

frontknot your 
thread

problem solving Part of learning something new is making mistakes. Here are some 
ways to fix common problems you might have while sewing.

back

knot your 
thread

1  2  3  

1  2  3  

1  2  3  
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• Draw a picture using embroidery stitches and French 
knots, or add appliqué.
• Write a name or word in cursive, then sew over it with a 
running stitch or backstitch. 
• Embroider on top of patterned fabric to accent shapes 
or patterns.
• Make your own patterned fabric with plain fabric and 
embroidery stitches.
• Decorate your clothes, pillowcase, purse, backpack, or 
any other finished items you can think of! (Ask an adult 
first.)

Pull gently on the wrapped 
thread to slide it towards the 
fabric, then push the needle 
all the way through.

If you’re only making one French knot, 
knot your thread on the back right 
next to your starting knot (see “finish 
sewing” on pg 4). 

If you’re sewing many French 
knots close together, just tie a 
knot when you’re done.

Push the needle up through the 
back of the fabric where you want 
the French knot to be. Pull until the 
knot touches the back of the fabric. 

Hold the thread taut and 
wrap it around the point 
of the needle twice.

Insert the needle through 
the fabric right next to the 
spot you came up from.

hold your 
needle here

frontback

back

back
pull

gently

French knot French knots are perfect for making dots on the letter i, eyes on animals, or 
for adding texture to embroidery. They take a lot of practice to master!

embroidery See the back cover for 
ideas using stitches 
you’ve learned

1 2 3

4 5

French knot

front
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heart
cut 4 from dark pink

Cut 3 from 
light pink

circle
cut 1 

from light purple

gem
cut 1 

from light purple

heart
cut 2 from 
dark pink

heart
cut 2 from 
lt purple

star
cut 2 from 
lt purple

bunny ear
cut 2

from canvas
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Phone Case pocket a
cut 1

from dark purple

Phone Case pocket b
cut 1

from dark pink
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donut
cut 2

from tan frosting
cut 1    from dark pink

Phone Case back
cut 1

from light purple
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